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We hope you enjoy the activities in this booklet and that they inspire you to be
active and creative over the Summer break.
This is the second activity booklet from FEAST, the holiday food and activity
programme that is being delivered throughout North Yorkshire this Summer and
again at Christmas. This edition is designed for children and young people of all
ages, and you can adapt the activities to your own abilities.
During the Summer holidays you’ll also be able to access a range of free faceto-face activities close to where you live. You can find out more at www.
northyorkshiretogether.co.uk/feast, where there’s also lots of videos, resources
and inspiration so you can take part online too.
We hope by providing ideas and ways to help keep you active, creative and
connected – along with some recipe and cooking ideas – that we can contribute
to you feeling happy and healthy during the school holidays, and perhaps inspire
you to go out and find other active and creative things to do.
If you enjoy the ideas in this booklet, or have any suggestions for improvements
or activities you’d like to try, we’d love to hear from you! If you’re online, you
can use the hashtags #NorthYorkshireTogether and #FEASTNY to tag us using the
accounts below.
If you’d like to share your feedback directly with us, please email it
to hello@northyorkshiretogether.co.uk or leave us a voicemail on 01845 980 141

FEAST (NORTH YORKSHIRE)
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Activity 1

Origami Challenge - The Boat
Origami is the Japanese art of folding paper into decorative shapes and
figures.
All you need is a small piece of paper to have a go at making this origami boat
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Activity 2

Finding
Findingyour
your balance
balance
An activity for children and young people

An activity for children and young people

This simple exercise can be adapted to use with children of any age and takes about
10 minutes. It is particularly useful at the beginning of the day or after any sort of
transition. It should be done as calmly and slowly as possible, allowing children time to
This
simplerelax,
exercise
canand
be adapted
to use with children of any age and takes about
breathe,
wobble
possibly giggle!
10 minutes. It is particularly useful at the beginning of the day or after any sort of
transition.
It should be done as calmly and slowly as possible, allowing children time
Instructions:
to breathe, relax, wobble and possibly giggle!
• Stand with your feet hip width apart.
Instructions:
• When you feel comfortable with your posture, gently close your eyes.
• Stand with your feet hip width apart.
• Begin by feeling where your weight is generally falling – to the front/back/side of
• When you feel comfortable with your posture, gently close your eyes.
your feet?
• Begin by feeling where your weight is generally falling – to the front/back/side of
• your
Gently
rock your weight to each side and front and back, feeling how your body
feet?
responds and noticing where you are comfortable.
• Gently rock your weight to each side and front and back, feeling how your body
• responds
Carefullyand
move
your weight
and slowly peel the other foot off the
noticing
whereonto
youone
are foot
comfortable.
floor. If you can, balance there for a few moments. When you are ready to put your
foot backmove
down,
do so
with full
awareness
slowlypeel
as you
• Carefully
your
weight
onto
one footand
andas
slowly
thecan.
other foot off the
floor. If you can, balance there for a few moments. When you are ready to put
footonto
backthe
down,
dofoot.
so with full awareness and as slowly as you can.
• your
Repeat
other
• • Repeat
the other
Finally,onto
become
awarefoot.
again of where your weight is falling.
• Finally, become aware again of where your weight is falling.
• Slowly open your eyes.
• Slowly open your eyes.
• Ask the children what they noticed about their bodies and minds.
• Ask the children what they noticed about their bodies and minds.

fighting for young people’s mental health
Illustrations by Jen Springall
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#TinyRevolutions - Drama Challenges
#TinyRevolutions – Drama Challenges
Emma
Rucastle is passionate
about
the power of creativity to bring us together and the importance of play to
#TinyRevolutions
– Drama
Challenges
our mental health. She is currently posting fun drama challenges three times a week from ELART Productions
Emma
Rucastle
is passionate
about
the
of creativity
to bring
us ofﬂine,
togetheralone,
and the
importance
on
facebook.
Each
challenge
has
its
ownpower
instructions
and can
be done
or with
others inofaplay to
#TinyRevolutions
– Drama
Challenges
our mental Here
health.
is currently
posting fun drama challenges three times a week from ELART Productions
household.
areShe
some
examples:
on
facebook.
Each
challenge
has
its
ownpower
instructions
and can
be done
or with
others inofaplay to
Emma Rucastle is passionate about the
of creativity
to bring
us ofﬂine,
togetheralone,
and the
importance
household.
areShe
some
examples:
Did challenges
You Get That
Hat?times a week from ELART Productions
our
mental Here
health.
is currently
posting Where
fun drama
three
on facebook. Each challenge has its own instructions and can be done ofﬂine, alone, or with others in a
Find
something
to wear
your head. (It could be a hat, a scarf or
Where
Did You Get
That on
Hat?
household. Here are some examples:
something completely different.)
Find something
to wear
on
yourand
head.
could
be a hat,emerges.
a scarf orAsk
Walk
around
wearing
your
'hat'
see(Itwhat
character
Where
Did You
Get
That
Hat?
something
different.) make decisions and move
yourself
thecompletely
following questions,
Walk something
around What
wearing
your
'hat'
seeold
accordingly:
your
name?
How
are character
you?
you
Find
to iswear
on
yourand
head.
(Itwhat
could
be aWhere
hat,emerges.
a are
scarf
orAsk
yourselfHow
thecompletely
following
questions,
going?
are
you feeling?
something
different.) make decisions and move
accordingly:
is your
How
are character
you? Where
are youAsk
Walk
around What
wearing
yourname?
'hat' and
seeold
what
emerges.
Extensions
going? How
you feeling?
yourself
the are
following
questions, make decisions and move
Repeat with What
different
'hats'
and see
what
accordingly:
is your
name?
How
old different
are you? characters
Where are and
you
Extensions
situations
arise.
going? How are you feeling?
Repeat
with
different
'hats' and see
different
Give
your
character
a voice
talk what
as you
walk. characters and
situations your
arise.character to someone else (real or imagined).
Introduce
Extensions
Give your
character
a voice
talk what
as you
walk. characters and
Repeat
with
different
'hats' and see
different
Introduce your
situations
arise.character to someone else (real or imagined).
Give
your
character a voice and talk as you walk.
Colour
Character
Introduce your character to someone else (real or imagined).
Choose
a colour. (I chose red.)
Colour Character
Find the nearest 3 things of that colour you can. (I found
Choose
a colour.
(I chose
red.)
headphones,
a used
candle
and a toadstool.) Without thinking too
Colour
Character
Find the
nearest
3 thingsand
of that
colourthat
youuses
can. the
(I found
much,
create
a character
situation
three items in
headphones,
a
used
candle
and
a
toadstool.)
Without
thinking
too
some way.
(I became
a security
birthday
Choose
a colour.
(I chose
red.) guard/door person at the
much,the
create
a character
situation
three items in
party
of
anearest
fairy
celebrity!)
Find
3 thingsand
of that
colourthat
youuses
can. the
(I found
some
way.
(I
became
a
security
guard/door
person
at
birthday
headphones, a used candle and a toadstool.) Without the
thinking
too
Extensions
party of
a fairy
celebrity!)and situation that uses the three items in
much,
create
a character
Repeatway.
with
different
colour. guard/door person at the birthday
some
(I abecame
a security
Extensions
Repeatofwith
5 (or
more) items.
party
a fairy
celebrity!)
Repeat awith
a different
Create
monologue
forcolour.
your character in the situation.
Repeat
with
5
(or
more)
items.
Extensions
Create awith
monologue
for your character in the situation.
Repeat
a different
Emma Rucastle is a freelance theatre practitioner
and Fun
Palace colour.
Maker based in Lancaster. She works in a wide
Repeat
with
5
(or
more)
range of theatre, educational and community settings. She foundeditems.
ELART Productions in 2009. Emma can be
Create
aand
monologue
for Maker
your character
the situation.
Emma Rucastle
is a freelance
practitioner
Fun Palace
based in in
Lancaster.
She works in a wide
contacted
on twitter
(@elaru) theatre
and Instagram
(@elartpro).
range of theatre, educational and community settings. She founded ELART Productions in 2009. Emma can be
contacted
on twitter
(@elaru) theatre
and Instagram
(@elartpro).
Emma
Rucastle
is a freelance
practitioner
and Fun Palace Maker based in Lancaster. She works in a wide
range of theatre, educational and community settings. She founded ELART Productions in 2009. Emma can be
contacted on twitter (@elaru) and Instagram (@elartpro).
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WALL SIT
20
SECONDS

WALL SIT
10
SECONDS

MOVE
BACKWARD
4 SPACES

BALANCE ON
ONE LEG FOR 30
SECONDS

HIGH KNEES HIGH KNEES
30
20
SECONDS
SECONDS

HIGH KNEES
10
SECONDS

BURPEES
X 10

PRESS UPS
X5

PRESS UPS
X3

MOVE
FORWARD
3 SPACES

3 STAR JUMPS
IN YOUR ROOM

STAR
JUMPS X 10

1. Halve the activities in the box
2. Decrease the points to win the game?

1. Double the activities in the box
2. Increase the points to win the game

PRESS UPS
X 10

Want to make it easier?

Want to make it harder?

1. Roll the dice, move your player & complete the activity
2. Every time you pass go you get a point
3. First person to 3 points is the winner

STAR
JUMPS X 5

ARM
CIRCLES 10
SECONDS

TOUCH
EVERY
DOOR

GO

ARM
CIRCLES 20
SECONDS

Extra Challenge: Can you create your own Active
Monopoly using different activities?

SQUATS
X5
SQUATS
X 10

SIT UPS
X5

HOLD YOUR
ARMS OUT
FOR 30
SECONDS

SIT UPS
X 10

Rules

Activity 3

BURPEES
X5
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Learn Sign Language - Finger Spelling

Left Hand

8

Learn Sign Language - Finger Spelling

Right Hand
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Activity 4

Make an Abstract Artwork based on
your favourite song!

Materials needed:
• Paper
• Scissors
• Coloured paper or
magazines
• Glue stick

What music inspires you?
What is your favourite song right
now?
Think of this song’s rhythms – are
they fast or slow?
Is the song loud or soft?
What shapes and colours come to
your mind as you hear your favourite
song?
Geometric and hard-edge shapes?
Or curving organic shapes?
Are the colours bright and bold?
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Or perhaps softer shades?
Select four colours that describe your
favourite song
Cut shapes in these colours from
coloured paper or find large blocks of
those colours in magazines.
Thoughtfully arrange your shapes
on your paper while listening to your
song, thinking about patterns and
overlapping.
Experiment with different
compositions before gluing down!

Activity 5

Doodle Cube

Doodle Cube

1. Doodle!
2. Cut out design
3. Fold along dotted
lines
4. Stick together!
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Activity 6

Geometric colouring in page

Use your imagination and colour in the shapes, what can you make?
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Activity 7

Make a Wellbeing Wall
MAKE A WELLBEING WALL

Your wellbeing is all about how you're Instructions:
Make your own personal wellbeing wall full of all of your
Your
wellbeing
is all
about
feeling
and it can
change
all the
time.
1) Begin
by writing
downspace
or drawing
5 things
onat
favourite things
to hang
up in your
and look
back
how you're feeling and it
when times are
stressful.
as like
a tool
to help
you
pieces
of cardUse
thatityou
doing,
makeguide
you feel
Sometimes
because
of things that
can
change all
the time.
back
to
positive
wellbeing.
calm,
make
you
feel
happy
or
feel
positive.
Use
happen to us and sometimes for no
card
for eachits
different
Sometimes
because of
reason at all.
Life is full of different
ups and colours
downs of
and
although
normalword
to
or
picture to
help you visualise
your
wellbeing
things
that
happen
to
us
feel
negative
feelings,
sometimes
we
need
a
little
bit
of
Make your own personal wellbeing wall full of
wall
even
when
you
aren’t
in
your
space.
Look
at
and
sometimes
for
no
help
all of your favourite things to hang up in
yourto feel good again.
the photo on the front of the postcard for some
reason
all.back at when times are(Turn
space andatlook
stressful.
card over for instructions)
ideas.
Use it as a tool to help guide you back to positive
2) Cut out your words and drawings in whatever
wellbeing.
INSTRUCTIONS
Materials you will
shape
you like and then peg them onto your
Life
is fulltoofmake
ups and
downs and although its
need
your
washing line and hang up somewhere in your
normal
to feel wall:
negative feelings,
sometimes
we down or drawing 5 things on pieces of card
wellbeing
1) Begin
by writing
space.
need a little bit of help to feel that
goodyou
again.
like doing, make you feel calm, make you feel happy or
3) Every
time of
youcard
feelfor
frustrated,
angry, negative
feel positive. Use different
colours
each different
word
Coloured Card
or picture to help youor
visualise
your
wellbeing
wall
even
when
you
sad, refer back to your wellbeing wall and
try
Scissors you will need to make
Materials
aren’t in your space. Look
at
the
photo
on
the
front
of
the
to
do
or
think
about
some
of
the
things
you’ve
Pencils
your
wellbeing wall: postcard for some ideas.
Line
• Washing
Coloured
Card MAKE - PLAY - DANCE added to help you feel good again.
2) Cut out your words4)and
drawings
in whatever
you
like if you
• Pegs
Scissors
Keep
adding things
to it asshape
you go
along
and
then
peg
them
onto
your
washing
line
and
hang
up
• Pencils
wish. Do you have any photos or other items in
somewhere in your space.
the wheel
+
Make
Dance
• Spin
Washing
Line
your space
thatayou
could add to your wall?
Explore different
Routine:
• Additional
Pegs
Activity:
dance moves:
3) Every time you feel frustrated, angry, negative or sad, refer

PAPER
PEN/PENCIL
LOLLYPOP STICKS
GLUE
STRING
SCISSORS
YOUR DANCING
BODY

DANCE CHALLENGE

Why not make a
Remember
some
of the
back to your wellbeing wall
and try
to do
or dance
think about some of
What
move will
point
wellbeing
wall
for
moves you have been doing.
the
things
you’ve
added
to
help
you
feel
good
again.
towardselse
you?which
someone
Jump,
Turn, Sleepy
Stretches,
Can
you
put
them
together
Additional
Activity:
they
write
their
Fast
likecan
a Ninja,
or Slow
in a sequence?
4) Keep adding things to it as you
go along if you wish. Do you
motion
space
blanket...
words
on
or
show
Why not make a wellbeing
wall
for someone
elseinwhich
they can write their
have
any
photos
or
other
items
your
space that you could add
someone
else
how
Extra Challenge:
Can
you
think
of
your
own
words
onone?
or show someone
else
how to make
to your
wall?
Useone?
the wheel to decide the
to make
categories?
Extra challenge: give
yourself a time limit.

order. This is called Chance
Choreography.

You can play
Made with care by Dance Artist Katy Hewison
by yourself or
Instagram: @katyimproplay
with a group.
Email: katy.improplay@gmail.com
WWW.STITCH-UP.ORG.UK
Web: kathrynrosehewison.wixsite.com/improplay
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Activity 8

Write a Cinquain

A cinquain is a poem that is five lines long; the syllables in
each line follow this syllable pattern: 2, 4, 6, 8, 2.

Puppies
Licking my face
Wagging long, happy tails
Running, playing, yapping, snoozing
So cute!

How to do it:
Step 1:
Choose a topic for your poem.
Step 2:
Brainstorm ideas that relate to your topic that you may want include in your poem.
Step 3:
Write your poem. Use the syllable numbers as a guide.

2
4
6
8
2
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Activity 9

Colouring Page

Take some time to colour in this pattern, really take it slow and relax!
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Activity 10

Comic Strips

COMIC STRIPS

Create your own!

Create your very own comic book starring the people you know or your favourite characters. Retell
your very
comic
book
the people
storiesown
you already
know
or tellstarring
your own brand
new tale. you know or your
ite characters. Retell stories you already
Resources:
or tell your
own brand new tale.

•
RCES: •
•
•

er

Paper
Colouring pencils
Pens and pencils
Optional: UV Template

STEP BY STEP:
uring pencils

and

1. Decide what story your comic strip is going
to tell.
pencils

onal:

2. Write the 3 main points of your story.
does it begin? What happens in the
UVWhere
Template
middle? How does it end?
3. Take some paper and divide it into 3 frames.
4. Using a pencil, in the first frame draw the
beginning to your comic strip. In the second
frame, your middle scene. In the third
frame, your ending.

P:

ide what
story
your
comic
going to tell.
5. Add
in your
speech
bubblesstrip
if you is
want
your characters to speak.

Go overpoints
the pencilof
outline
pens andWhere does it begin? What happens
e the 36.main
yourin story.
colour in.
middle? How does it end?

e

7. Once you have practised with 3 frames, you
can make your stories longer and include
some paper
and divide
into
3 frames.
more frames.
You couldit
even
make
your
very own comic book.

ng a pencil, in the first frame draw the beginning to your comic strip. In
cond frame, your middle scene. In the third frame, you’re ending.
in your speech bubbles if you want your characters to speak.

over the pencil outline in pens and colour in.

e you have practised with 3 frames, you can make your stories longer
adventure
| learning
discovery
clude more
frames. You could
even make|your
very own comic book.
16

Activity 11

Comic Strip Template
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Activity 12

Make your own Mix Tape!
Create your own!

PE

A
MY MIX T

Music is a complex and multi-sensory
form of literature. Sometimes just hearing a
song can conjure a powerful memory or
emotion. Think carefully about your favorite
songs and why you love them. Then use
the prompts to create a mix tape of your
top 10 best hits.
Music is a higher revelation than
all wisdom and philosophy.
-Ludwig Van Beethoven

Best song to wake up to:

Best song to dance to:

Why?

Why?

Best cruising-in-the-car song:

Song that represents you best:

Why?

Why?

Best song to vent when you’re
angry:

Song that represents a cherished
memory:

Why?

Why?

Saddest song:

Best song to fall asleep to:

Why?

Why?

Favorite 80s song:

Favorite 90s song:

Why?

Why?

Created by:
Copyright © 2012-2013 by Education.com

More worksheets at www.education.com/worksheets
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Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources

Activity 13

Walk into History
Ignite Yorkshire is a project all about the story of making things on a
grand scale in Yorkshire. This exploded in size in the late 1700s with the
start of the Industrial Revolution but rural parts of of North Yorkshire
had been making glass, rope, pottery, textiles, mining and quarrying way
before then. Ripon was famous for making steel spurs (metal spikes on
horse riding boots) in the time of Henry VIII!
During the industrial revolution parts of North
Yorkshire had textile mills spinning and weaving wool,
cotton, flax (linen) and even silk. Towns like Skipton,
Knaresborough and Harrogate had quite a few mills
but they were also built all over the western part of the
county. Stone, sand and gravel were quarried to build
the growing cities further to the south and north and
iron stone was mined and transported to be forged
into steel. Coal and lead were mined, as was alum, an
important chemical for dyeing cloth. Without these
materials and farm products like wool and grain for
food and brewing the industries, mills and factories of
the cities could not exist.
North Yorkshire produced food for the growing
populations of the industrial cities.. The famous
Wensleydale cheese produced at Hawes grew
to industrial scale production to meet the
demand. Milk was taken by train to the cities in
great quantities.

something to do...
Take a walk with a notebook or a camera and
capture names of places with industrial
sounding names. Look out for re-purposed
buildings or ones that have fallen out of use.
Spot features in the landscape such as
straight rockfaces of quarries, filled in clay
and gravel pits, piles of stones that could be
from mining and old railway lines. They could
start to reveal a story from the past right on
your doorstep.
You could follow this up by looking at map to
see if you can spot more clues or land
features. You could do some research online
or from books to find out more, or speak to
someone who has lived in your area for a
long time. They may remember past goings
on that have now left few traces.

Clues in Place Names
Examples of names of street and features
that link to past industries:
Tentergate Close, Knaresborough (tenters
were frames for drying and stretching cloth)
Pottery Lane, Ripon
Quarry Hills Lane, Leyburn
Limekiln Wood
Are there any near you?
Find more ideas and
ways to get involved at
igniteyorks.org.uk
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6 / NAPA Activities Calendar - April 2021

(detail on page 2)

Activity 14

April 3rd – Find A Rainbow Day

Rainbow Leaf leaf
and Petals
Rainbow
and petals
This beautiful display will brighten up any space! Why not use the rainbow pictures as a
trail and have a nice surprise at the end? Perhaps some chocolates!

This natural rainbow is a
You will need:
fun way to create a sensory
+ Double-sided tape
piece of art. You can have fun + Blue card
hunting for the leaves and
+ Selection of leaves and petals
in a variety of colours
petals or use up flowers that
+
Cotton wool
are past their best.
What you do:

+ Start to fill the arches with
your colours.
Red/pink
Orange/yellow
Greens
Blue/purple
+ At the end of each rainbow use
the cotton wool to make clouds.

+ Place strips of double-sided sticky
tape in four arches on the card.
These will need to be around one
inch apart.

www.napa-activities.co.uk
info@napa-activities.co.uk
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Donate to NAPA & Sign up to receive the
NAPA News and FREE resources

Activity 15

Alphabet Exercise

Would you like a playful way to engage a child or children in therapy exercises
or in a home exercise program? How about trying this fun ABC’s of Exercise
activity page? There are many ways to use these alphabet exercise letters in
learning and occupational therapy activities guided by individual goals.
•

Children can either spell
words or even their
names to engage in the
physical activity which
accompanies each letter.

•

Use some homework
spelling words and
perform the exercises
related to them! Wow…
homework AND exercise!

•

Another easier way to
play is by placing either
A through Z foam letters,
Bananagrams, or Scrabble
tiles into a bag or basket
and then have the child
pull one letter out at a
time and match it to the
corresponding letter on
the ABC’s of Exercise chart
to perform the exercise
listed.

•

Work through the child’s
name for an individualized
exercise program.

•

Add the letter gross motor
activities to a letter of the
week learning program.

Don’t have foam letters or
board game letter tiles? No
worries, just grab some folded
pieces of paper! You can also
incorporate some handwriting
with this activity too by having
them write each exercise letter
or a word beginning with that
letter after they complete the
exercise.

21

Activity 16

PAPER
PEN/PENCIL
LOLLYPOP STICKS
GLUE
STRING
SCISSORS
YOUR DANCING
BODY

DANCE CHALLENGE
MAKE - PLAY - DANCE

Spin the wheel +
Explore different
dance moves:

Make a Dance
Routine:
Remember some of the dance
moves you have been doing.

What move will point
towards you?
Jump, Turn, Sleepy Stretches,
Fast like a Ninja, or Slow
motion space blanket...

Can you put them together
in a sequence?
Extra Challenge:
Use the wheel to decide the
order. This is called Chance
Choreography.

Can you think of your own
categories?
Extra challenge: give
yourself a time limit.

Made with care by Dance Artist Katy Hewison
Instagram: @katyimproplay
Email: katy.improplay@gmail.com
Web: kathrynrosehewison.wixsite.com/improplay

1) Draw Circle & Cut out

2)Cut small hole for pen to 3)Divide in sections
stick through
& colour!

7) Pop the pen into the ball of
string.. SPIN & Start the Game!
Let the dance challenges begin....

22

6) Wrap string around each
side of the pen to secure
spinner!

You can play
by yourself or
with a group.

4)Write dance challenges
Jump/Turn/Slow motion with space
blanket. Can you think of more?

5)Adding lollypop sticks to the
front and back helps create a
stronger spinning wheel.

Activity 17

#NorthYorkshireTogether

BigKat Train Like a Champion
Warm Up

30 seconds of each exercise (1:30 minutes in total)
• Jog on the spot > Star jumps > Fast walking on the spot and move your arms
• Repeat the whole set 2 or 3 more times

Round 1

20 seconds of each exercise (1:40 minutes in total)
• Jab-cross > Press ups > Uppercuts > Squats > Hooks

Rest
Round 2

Complete all the reps as fast as you can
• 10 Jabs left > 10 Cross right > 10 Squat jumps > 10 Uppercuts left
> 10 Uppercuts right > 10 Squat jumps > 10 Hooks left > 10 Hooks right
> 10 squat jumps

Rest
Round 3

Combinations. 30 seconds on each exercise (2:30 minutes in total)
• Jab left > Cross right > Hook left > Cross right
• Jog on the spot
• Jab left > Jab left > Cross right > Uppercut left > Cross right
• Jog on the spot
• Hook left > Cross right > Hook left > Cross right

Rest
Round 4

1 minute on the timer
Complete as many burpees as you can

Well done! Now depending on how fit you are you can do Level A - 1 round, Level B - 2 rounds,
or Level C - 3 rounds
Always prioritise maintaining good technique as you repeat the workout.
Remember to drink plenty of water throughout the workout and most importantly, have fun!

This exercise drill was put together by former Champion Kick Boxer, Chanelle McGill,
co-owner of Big Kat Gym in Harrogate.
23

Activity 18

CARDBOARDFlowers
FLOWERS
Make Cardboard

Get creative and
useand
your
recycling
tothese
make
Get creative
use your
recycling to make
homemade decorative
flowers! decorative flowers!
these homemade
RESOURCES:
• Green poster paint

Resources: • Green card
• Coloured
card
• Green poster
paint
• Green card
• Felt tips • Scissors
• Coloured card
• Glue • Pom poms, glitter, sequins (optional)
Toilet paper roll/kitchen paper roll centre tube
• Felt tips • •Scissors
BY STEP: glitter, sequins
• Glue • PomSTEP
poms,
(optional)1. Paint toilet paper rolls green. You can also use kitchen paper rolls cut in half.
2. Cut your leaves out of green card or card coloured green.
• Toilet paper
roll/kitchen paper roll
3. Glue the leaves to the base of the roll.
centre tube

CARDBOARD FLOWERS

4. Using coloured card, cut out flower head shapes. Daisies, tulips and
sunflowers all have different shapes. Make sure your flower head is the same
Get creative and use your recycling to make these homemade decorative
width as the toilet roll.

STEP BY STEP:

flowers!

5. You can decorate the flower heads with pom
poms, glitter or
RESOURCES:
sequins.
paper rolls green. You can also use

1. Paint toilet
• Green poster paint
kitchen paper6.rolls
in half.
Cut a cut
half inch
slit at the top, on each side of the toilet paper
roll.
2. Cut your leaves
out of green card or card
7. Slide the flower head into the slits.
coloured green.

• Green card

• Coloured card
• Felt tips • Scissors

8. Put
flowers
3. Glue the leaves
to your
the freshly
base made
of the
roll.on display!• Glue • Pom poms, glitter, sequins (optional)
• Toilet paper roll/kitchen paper roll centre tube
4. Using coloured card, cut out flower head
shapes. Daisies, tulips and sunflowers
all haveSTEP BY STEP:
Adventure | Learning | Discovery
different shapes. Make sure your flower head1. Paint toilet paper rolls green. You can also use kitchen paper rolls cut in half.
2. Cut your leaves out of green card or card coloured green.
is the same width as the toilet roll.
‘To help children and young people realise their full potential by enhancing and improving our range of learning and development opportunities’

5. You can decorate the flower heads with pom 3. Glue the leaves to the base of the roll.
4. Using coloured card, cut out flower head shapes. Daisies, tulips and
poms, glitter or sequins.

sunflowers all have different shapes. Make sure your flower head is the same

6. Cut a half inch slit at the top, on each side of width as the toilet roll.
the toilet paper roll.
5. You can decorate the flower heads with pom poms, glitter or
7. Slide the flower head into the slits.
8. Put your freshly made flowers on display!

sequins.
6. Cut a half inch slit at the top, on each side of the toilet paper
roll.
7. Slide the flower head into the slits.
8. Put your freshly made flowers on display!

‘To help children and young people realise their full potential by enhancing and improving our range of learning and development opportunities’

Adventure | Learning | Discovery

adventure | learning | discovery
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June 11th – Football – Euro 2021
Activity 19

DIY Stress Balls

DIY Stress Balls

You will need:
+ Balloons – coloured or patterned
ones would work better
+ ½ cup Flour (per balloon, approx.)
you could use water beads instead
of flour.
+ Empty Water Bottle, dry
+ Funnel

What you do:
+ Put funnel into the water bottle and
pour flour through it.
+ Stretch the balloon around the
opening of the water bottle.
+ Turn water bottle upside down and
gently squeeze the flour into the
balloon. Make sure to use some
pressure because the air helps
the balloon open up so the flour
can all go in.

+ After the flour is all in, pinch
the balloon and release it from
the bottle.
+ The balloon should have a snug fit
to the flour inside it. Just make sure
there isn’t any extra air the balloon.

+ All ready to squeeze away
stress and have fun!

Think:
What a great way to de stress,
everyone can use these.

+ Tie the balloon and wipe away any
excess flour from the outside.

We would love to see how you get on – email photographs to communications@napa-activities.co.uk
or tag us on social media @napalivinglife #NAPAActivitiesCalendar

www.napa-activities.co.uk

Donate to NAPA & Sign up to receive the
NAPA News and FREE resources

info@napa-activities.co.uk
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Activity 20

Through the window - art challenge
Resources:
• A view from a window.
• Pencil, pen, coloured pens (or
anything you can draw with!)
• Paper, paper roll or card from
your pack.
What will you do Use whatever drawing equipment you enjoy
most and create a drawing of the view from
inside your own or imagined window. Add as
much detail as you can!
Challenge
Can you do another drawing that has:
Who lives inside the houses window?
Can you design new furniture for the room?
What would you like in the room?

Resources:
• A view from a window.
• Pencil, pen, coloured pens (or
anything you can draw with!)
• Paper or card
What will you do Use whatever drawing equipment and paper
or card you enjoy most and create a drawing
of the view from a window (imagined or your
own). Does your view from that window
change?
Challenge
Challenge yourself to draw the view outside
the window of • An astronaut
• A deep sea diver
• A Caveman
What would you like to see from that window?
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Activity 21

This is a great game for siblings
if you have one pre-schooler and
one at school, but can be adapted
so many different ways it could be
for everyone. It’s really simple.
So how do we play?
You only need a dice, 6 cushions and then
whatever you wish to ‘teach’ - letters or
numbers or words or colours. These can
be in toy form, foam form, written on bits
of paper, magnetic, wooden. Anything
you got! I wanted Florence to practise her
number recognition and Ewan to practise
his tricky words from school when we
played.

Primary Age Activities

Stepping Stones - via 5 Minute Mum

How to play:
Plonk the cushions out in a line. Pop the
items along the edge. I had numbers 1-6
and 6 tricky words.
When they spot it (Golden Rule) explain
they need to take it in turns to roll the dice
and then jump along the cushion stepping
stones.
When they land on whichever number
cushion matches the dots on the dice,
they ‘win’ that number or word or letter or
colour. They pop it in their pile.
Keep taking it in turns until someone has
collected all six of their items and has ‘won’
Play until everyone has completed their pile.
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Primary Age Activities

Activity 22

Hop Scotch

Simple version hop, jump, hop, jump shouting out the numbers 1…2...3…4…5...6…7…8...9…10! or “Jump on…3” or “hop on…6”
For older children the game goes like this:
Get something to throw at the numbers like a stone if outside, or if inside a bean bag ball or a bit of
lego or a blob of blue tack or play doh.
You take it in turns to throw your “stone” aiming to land your stone on the numbers 1-10
consecutively. So to start with you’re both aiming for 1.
When your “stone” lands on the right number you jump and hop along the hopscotch WITHOUT
putting a foot on the number your stone is on. If you wobble and put your foot down on it then you
have to do that number again
If you complete the hopscotch without landing on the number with the stone you have “got” that
numbers and can aim for the next one.
The winner is the first to get to 10!

Balance beam

Masking tape or chalk is all you really need – make a line on the ground and have fun! Ask your child
to walk to the end only on the line. Try more lines at different angles, spirals, and zig-zags.

Keep the balloon up

This can definitely be one of the rowdier physical fitness games. Secure your lamps and pictures on the
wall! Simply blow up some balloons and tell the kids to keep the balloons from touching the floor.
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Activity 23

A mindful walk is an excellent way to
clear your mind of clutter and restore
your sense of focus. It is also a great
excuse to get out into nature. Several
studies have shown that taking a
break to look at or be in nature can
have a rejuvenating effect on the
brain, helping to free up your mind
when you feel stuck and boosting
levels of attention.
Incorporate mindful walking into your daily life
in as little as 5-10 minutes a day by using all of
your senses — sight, hearing, smell, taste and
touch — to bring awareness to your body and
surroundings.
Here’s how to do it:
As you walk, notice how your body feels.
•

Pay attention to how your legs, feet and arms
feel with each step you take.

•

Feel the contact of your foot as it touches the
ground, and the movement of your body as
you move into your next step.

•

If you become lost in thought as you continue

to walk, use the next step as an opportunity
to start over.
•

Now using your sense of sight, look around
and try to notice every detail.

•

Using your sense of smell, notice any aromas
or scents.

•

Are you able to notice any tastes as you walk?
Can you taste the air?

•

Now using your sense of touch, notice the
solidity of the earth beneath your feet.

•

With openness and curiosity, notice any
sensations, thoughts or feelings that arise,
without lingering on anything in particular.

Secondary Age Activities

Mindful Walking

You can mindfully walk anywhere—outside
while walking to work or school, for example, or
inside while walking through the grocery store.
You might find it helpful to use a guided audio
track to get started. Try this short, 5 minute
mindful walking track by Stop, Breathe & Think,
or download the app to access mindful walking
activities anytime, anywhere. Life is a journey.
Enjoy a little peace of mind on the path toward
your destination.
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Activity 24

Primary Pong - via 5 Minute Mum
So what do you need? A load of plastic
cups, a ball and something you want
them to learn. That’s it!
Pop them out on the floor somewhere try and
bounce or throw the ball into the cups. Either do
one set and take it in turns to throw,or do two
sets of cups opposite each other. Each time the
ball goes in a cup it gets taken away until all the
cups are gone. First one to get rid of their cups is
the winner.
Use it for colour recognition. Either use different
colour cups to throw the ball into or if you don’t
have different colours put something that is
different colours inside each cup.
Use it for letter recognition. Write letters on the
cups in dry wipe marker pen, or pencil, or pop a
magnetic letter from a set inside. Alternatively
just write it on a bit of paper and fold it up inside.

Secondary Age Activities

Help with writing. Pop a letter or number inside
each cup and grab a piece of paper. On the paper
draw a box for each of the letters or numbers.
Each time they get one they have to write it in

Parklife Workout
Some parks come with their own
outdoor gym, free for all to use. Make
sure you take advantage and use it to
exercise in the fresh air!

Help with times tables/sums. Write 10 of their
times tables or number sentences on a bit of
paper. Pop the answers inside the cups. When
they get one, they need to match up the sum
with the answer.
Activity 25
Cardio – using park objects as such as lampposts,
trees or benches as markers, run between them
and improve your stamina.

Circuits - 20 Jumping Jacks, 10 Squats. Repeat 3
Here are some other ways to work out in the park times
without using the park gym equipment.
Monkey bars – going across the monkey bars can
be good fun and exercise. You can also use the
bars as a substitute for pull-up bars at the gym.
Use the trees! Utilise the trees for various
exercises including wall sits and planks.
Benches – Common park object that you’re
bound to find. Use them for triceps dips, bench
jumps and step ups. Or place your feet on the
bench hip width apart, hands on the floor placed
slightly wider than shoulder width. Pull your right
knee towards your chest slowly, using abs. Then
repeat with the other leg.
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the box, first one to fill out all their boxes wins.

Activity 26
This worksheet is part of Line Drawing: A Guide for Art Students

Line Drawing Techniques
www.studentartguide.com

This worksheet is part of Line Drawing: A Guide for Art Students
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Activity 27

Strength & Flex Plan
The 5-week plan consists of a series of
equipment-free exercises designed to
improve your strength and flexibility.
The workout instructions and pace are easy to
follow to make sure you perform each exercise
correctly and in time. You can easily combine
Strength and Flex with our popular Couch to 5K
running plan by following the plans on alternate
days of the week.
Strength and Flex will help you achieve your
recommended 2 weekly sessions of strength
exercises.
Strength and Flex:
• is equipment-free
•

is easy to follow

•

is a full body workout

•

features how-to video clips

•

can be done anywhere, anytime

Starting with Strength and Flex Week 1, your goal
is to work your way up to Week 5 in 5 weeks. To
achieve this, you need to do each podcast at least
3 times in a week.
By Week 5 you'll be doing back, arm and leg
stretches, along with press-ups and squats, with
ease. You'll be feeling stronger, more flexible and
full of energy to go about your daily life. You can
do these full body workouts anywhere and any
time you choose. They can be done indoors or
out in the park or garden, on your own or with a
friend.
All you need is enough space to walk about freely,
a fixed bench, a wall and either some shoulderheight railings or a shoulder-height horizontal bar.

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/
strength-and-flex-exercise-plan/

Couch to 5k
Couch to 5K is a running plan for
absolute beginners. The plan involves
3 runs a week, with a day of rest in
between, and a different schedule for
each of the 9 weeks.
Week 1 involves running for just a minute at a
time, creating realistic expectations and making
the challenge feel achievable right from the
start. Running regularly can also be a great stress
reliever and has even been shown to combat
depression.

running. There are lots of great websites out there
to help you with this.

2. When will you run? The best way to ensure
you stick with your running plan is to carefully
work out how to fit Couch to 5K into your day.

4. Think about safety. If you're planning to run
outdoors, bear in mind that you may be less
aware of your surroundings if you're wearing
headphones. Watch out for other pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicles. When running in the dark,
make sure you can see where you're going and
that other road users can see you. Consider
running along routes with adequate lighting or
wearing reflective clothing.

3. Plan your route. You may want to look at a
map to plan your route first so you can focus on

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/getrunning-with-couch-to-5k/

1. Download the Couch to 5K podcasts to your
mobile device or computer. If downloading to a
computer, you'll then need to copy the podcast
on to your mobile device.
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Activity 28

Activity 29

Children’s
Frozen University
Club
Challenge
Flower
Eggs

Children’s University
Challenge
Frozen
FlowerClub
Eggs!
Here's a great idea to create beautiful ice sculptures using wild flowers and egg shells!
So, next time you're baking or cooking with eggs, crack them with care and you'll be ready to go…
You will need:
will need:
• You
A clean
eggshell (with only a small amount broken off
- the
A clean
top)eggshell (with only a small amount broken off the top)
An egg
egg box
• - An
box
Some small
leaves,
etc.etc.
• - Some
smallflowers,
flowers,
leaves,
String, wool
thread
and
scissors
• - String,
wooloror
thread
and
scissors
Water
• - Water
Freezer
• - Freezer

Step 1: When cracking open an egg, try to break only the smallest
section you can from the top. Empty out the egg for cooking.
Throw the small top bit of shall away and wash the remaining egg shell out carefully.
Step 2: From your garden or when out on a walk, collect some small flowers or leaves - the smaller the
better. Try and choose a range of bright colours and shapes. Daisies and dandelions work really well!
Step 3: Break off the flower stems (you only really need the flower heads),
and put some in to the egg shell. It needs to be quite full.
Step 4: If you want to be able to hang your egg later, cut a short piece of
string, wool or thread, about 10cms long, and drop one end into the egg
(quite far down). Leave the other end dangling out of the egg.
Step 5: Fill with water close to the top (but not right to the top). Remember,
water expands (gets bigger) when it freezes, so don't over-fill it! Sit your egg
shell in the egg box to keep it upright.
Step 6: Repeat with more eggs if you wish, then put the egg box carefully
into the freezer, and wait…
Step 7: Once the water is frozen, remove the egg box and take out the egg.
Ask an adult to help you run the egg shell part under a hot tap for a few
seconds (be careful not to scald your hand). Then very carefully, peel away
the shell to leave the beautiful ice sculpture!
Step 8: If you added string, hang the sculpture somewhere and take a good
look at the flowers inside! You might want to put an empty bowl underneath as the ice will begin to melt
and drip! Maybe you could take a picture of the sculpture from different angles and see how the light
affects the colours etc.?
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June 3rd – National Egg Day

Eggshell Mosaic

Activity 30

Eggshell Mosaic

A
smashing way to turn eggshells into mosaics!
A smashing way to turn eggshells into mosaics!

You will need:
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ Paste some PVA glue on a small
section, keeping to the lines.

Eggs
Pencil
Card
PVA glue
Paintbrush
Coloured food dye

+ Begin to lay on pieces of the
eggshells.
+ It can be quite fiddly, so only work
on small sections at one time, so
that you don’t get the rest of the
picture messy.
+ The pieces don’t need to fit together
perfectly. As long as you stay within
the outlines, you’ll get a fantastic
mosaic effect.

What you do:
+ Broken eggshells are perfect for
mosaics. The first thing to do is
wash them out then soak them in
beakers of coloured food dye.
+ Each of these beakers has two
capfuls of food dye with water.

+ When they’ve been soaking for a
while, take them out and leave them + The idea is to fill in each section with
different coloured pieces of shell.
to dry on some kitchen towel They’ll
look like pieces of cracked tiles!
+ Gradually, the picture will start to
take shape.
+ To make a mosaic, design the
outline of whatever you fancy on
a piece of card.

We would love to see how you get on – email photographs to communications@napa-activities.co.uk
or tag us on social media @napalivinglife #NAPAActivitiesCalendar

www.napa-activities.co.uk
info@napa-activities.co.uk
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Donate to NAPA & Sign up to receive the
NAPA News and FREE resources

Activity 31

Design your own Emoji!

Learn how emojis are selected and designed –
then use good design principles to create your own!
Every year, the Unicode Consortium, a group of
tech companies and volunteers with backgrounds
in coding, technology, and linguistics, approve
about 50 to 100 emojis from thousands of ideas
submitted from people all over the world.
What does it take to become an emoji? In order
for the panel to consider it, the emoji must be
one that can be used often, as well as one that is
different from existing emojis. The design should
not be overly specific (it can’t be an individual

person), but it also should not be too detailed.
With these parameters in mind, what emoji
would you suggest to the Unicode Consortium,
and how would you design it?
Use the space below to draw the emoji,
then write an argument for why the Unicode
Consortium should consider it.
Note: Be sure to visit unicode.org/emoji/charts/
emoji-list.html to review the emojis already in
existence.

My proposed emoji

Why Unicode should consider adding this emoji:
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Activity 33

Recommended by and based on the beliefs of Ros Wilson (Big Writing
founder), Kung Fu Punctuation works by assigning a Kung Fu based sound
and action for each punctuation symbol making it more enjoyable to learn and
more memorable in the process.
Punctuation
Mark

Sound

Action

Capital Letter

Kai Shi (begin)

Fingertips touching to create a capital ‘A’ shape, and bow.

Full stop .

Yah!

Punch forward

Comma ,

Huh!

Flat hand, palm up, pulls back towards body

Exclamation
mark !

Hi Yah!

Speech marks
“”

Grrrr!

Brackets ( )

Shi! Shi!

Draw the shape of a question mark in the sky,
finish with a punch forward (full stop) at the bottom.
Draw a straight line down in the sky, finish with a punch
forward (full stop) at the bottom.
Hands start above your head, arms bent. Pull them down
strongly, diagonally to sides
Draw a bracket either side of your body in the sky, sharply

Apostrophe ’

(soft) Huh

One hand in the sky to softly slice the shape of an apostrophe

Colon :

Yah! Yah!

Two punches forward, one on top of the other (full stops)

Semi colon ;

Yah! Huh!

Question mark ? Hiiiiiiiii Yah!

Ellipses …

Primary Age Activities

Kung Fu Punctuation

One punch forward (full stop) on top then flat hand,
palm up, pull back towards body (comma) underneath
Yah! Yah! Yah! Three punches in a row, travelling sideways

Though it’s super fun finishing all the punctuation marks, you don’t have to teach them all in one
go. Pyramid you can follow to stage your development of this activity depending on age.
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Enjoy a FEAST for
the imagination
this summer!

Libraries in North Yorkshire have loads of books and activities on offer and it’s
easy and free to join. When you’re a member, you can borrow books from any
library in the county and you’re never far away from one! You can find your nearest
branch online at www.northyorks.gov.uk/local-libraries, or by downloading
the North Yorkshire libraries app from the Apple or Google Play store for free.
If you can’t visit your local library there’s a great Digital Library Service with
lots of free downloadable audiobooks, e-books, comics and magazines
for all ages to enjoy as well as online services like Ziptales, which makes
sharing stories fun. Go to www.northyorks.gov.uk/digital-library to
see what’s on offer. All you need is your library card number and PIN.

To find out more and
join online go to
www.northyorks.gov.uk/libraries
or call 01609 533878
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Wild World
Heroes
Summer
Reading
Challenge
2021
Wild World Heroes,
the 2021 Summer
Reading Challenge, has
a green theme this
year and is all about
looking after the
planet! From 10 July to
11 September anyone
aged four to 11 can sign up for Wild World Heroes at their local library. You can borrow
or download six books over the summer to collect rewards along the way. There’s a
medal and certificate for everyone who finishes and it’s completely free!
We’ve also got a brilliant programme of online events planned, including a cartoon
workshop and story hunt. Look out for more details of the events and great reading
recommendations on the @nycclibraries Facebook page and local library pages too.

Buzzy Bees

For children under five we have a fun club
that runs all year round called ‘Buzzy Bees’,
where you collect cards and stickers when
you visit the library and borrow a book. Most
libraries also run regular Storytimes and
Rhymetime sessions for younger children
and these are a great way to spend time
together, either online or in the library.
Opening hours may still be limited at some
libraries, so please check times at
www.northyorks.gov.uk/local-libraries

FEAST your

eyes on some
delicious recipes
Eating a healthy diet can help you feel at
your best and stay well, but we all need a
little bit of inspiration from time to time.
If you’re looking for ideas for family
meals we have some great books and
magazines you can borrow for free!
You can also download food magazines
with your North Yorkshire library card
from the Libby App or Overdrive.
Whether you have toddlers or teens,
we have some great resources to
help you to cook together.
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Eatwell Guide

Is the Eatwell
Guide for me?
•

The Eatwell Guide applies to most people
regardless of weight, dietary restrictions/
preferences or ethnic origin.

•

However it does NOT apply to children under
the age of 2 because they have different
nutritional needs. Between the ages of two
and five years, children should gradually
move to eating the same foods as the rest of
the family, in the proportions shown in the
Eatwell Guide.

•

Anyone with special dietary requirements or
medical needs should check with a registered
dietitian, or their GP, on how to adapt the
Eatwell Guide to meet their individual needs.
When should I use the Eatwell Guide?

8 tips for eating well
for the whole family
1. Base your meals on starchy foods;
choosing wholegrain varieties where
possible.

You can use the Eatwell Guide to make healthier
choices whenever you’re;
•

At home deciding what to eat, what to cook,
what to put in a lunchbox or what to shop for

2. Eat more fruit and vegetables; strive
for five!

•

Out shopping – aim to fill your trolley/basket
with a healthy balance of different types of food

3. Eat two portions of fish every week;
one of which should be oily.

•

Eating out in a restaurant, café or work
canteen, or when you’re choosing food on
the run – follow the Eatwell Guide to help you
choose a healthy balance.

4. Choose unsaturated oils and spreads
and eat in small amounts.
5. Choose lower fat, lower sugar options
where possible.
6. Choose high fat, sugar and/or salty
foods and snacks less often and in
smaller amounts.
7. Eat breakfast every day.
8. Drink 6-8 cups/glasses of fluid a day.

Find out more:
• www.phunkyfoods.co.uk/parent/
eatwell-parentsinformation/
• www.nhs.uk/change4life
• www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/
• www.bda.uk.com/foodfacts/
healthyeatingchildren.pdf

www.phunkyfoods.co.uk
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Pin me
up!

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Put the lid on and cook for a further 5 minutes.

Stir in the beans and tinned vegetables.

Turn the heat up to medium-high and return the sausages to the
pan with the tomatoes, paprika and stock, and stir well. Bring to the
boil, and then reduce the heat back to medium and leave to simmer
for 20 minutes, until the sauce has thickened.

Turn the heat down to medium and add the onions and garlic. Cook
for 5 minutes until just softened.

Heat the oil in a large lidded frying pan or flameproof casserole
dish. Add the sausages and cook for 5 minutes over a medium-high
heat, turning regularly. When they are brown all over remove them
from the pan and set aside.

Method

Sausage and Bean Casserole
Serves: 4
Cost per serving*: 81p
Portions of fruit and vegetables per serving: 3
Allergens: Celery | Milk | May contain
wheat/gluten | May contain sulphites
Ingredients
•
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
•
8 pork sausages (reduced fat if possible)
•
1 small onion, chopped
•
2 garlic cloves, crushed
•
400g tin chopped tomatoes
•
400ml chicken stock (reduced salt if possible)
•
2 teaspoons smoked paprika
•
400g tin cannellini beans, drained and rinsed
•
400g tin mixed peas and carrots, drained
TI
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*Cost based on average of three supermarket’s website
data 06/02/2021 (full price items only) – prices may vary.
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Developed in partnership with Purely Nutrition Ltd.
© Purely Nutrition Ltd (2021)
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Serves: 4
Cost per serving*: £1.00
Portions of fruit and vegetables per serving: 3
Allergens: Celery
Ingredients
•
1kg chicken thighs, skin removed
•
500g sweet potato, peeled and cut into
chunks
•
2 red onions, peeled and cut into wedges
•
350g broccoli, broken into florets
•
8 garlic cloves, unpeeled
•
1.5 tablespoons vegetable oil
•
2 teaspoons smoked paprika
•
Juice of 1 lemon
•
150ml chicken stock (reduced salt if possible)

Chicken Tray Bake
Preheat the oven to 190C/170C (fan)/Gas Mark 5.
Add the chicken, sweet potato, onions, broccoli and garlic cloves to
a large roasting pan or tin.
Pour the vegetable oil and lemon juice over the ingredients in the
tin, sprinkle over the paprika and using your hands mix well to coat
everything.

Place in the oven and bake for 20 minutes.
After 20 minutes take the dish out of the oven, give it all a good
shake and pour in the stock. Pop it back in the oven for a final 20-25
minutes until the chicken is cooked through and the vegetables are
tender.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Method

*Cost based on average of three supermarket’s website
data 06/02/2021 (full price items only) – prices may vary.

Developed in partnership with Purely Nutrition Ltd.
© Purely Nutrition Ltd (2021)

Eatwell Guide

5

Strive for
As well as looking and tasting
great, fruits and vegetables are
packed with essential vitamins
and minerals, phytochemicals
(biologically active plant
compounds) and fibre that are
vital for good health.
Many of these nutrients also
act as powerful antioxidants,
protecting the body from harmful
pollutants that can cause disease.
Getting children into the habit of
eating a wide variety of fruit and
vegetables could help maintain
this healthy behaviour into early
adulthood and beyond.
Eat a rainbow!
Different colours of fruits and
vegetables contain different
types of nutrients. By eating lots
of different colours of fruits and
vegetables we give ourselves the
best variety of nutrients for good
health.

Dried Fruit
Dried fruit can be high in sugar and bad for your
teeth. To reduce the risk of tooth decay, dried
fruit is best enjoyed as part of a meal – with a
dessert, for example, not as a between meal
snack.

Fruit juice
and smoothies
Fresh, unsweetened fruit juices provide the
body with vitamins and minerals, and water.
Smoothies can also add fibre. However, the
sugar naturally present in fruit juices/smoothies
also adds energy to the diet and increases the
risk of tooth decay.
•
•
•
•

Stick to ONE 150ml glass per day
Drink only at mealtimes
Use a straw to avoid direct
contact with children’s teeth
Brush teeth twice a day
with a fluoride toothpaste
Further information:
• www.nhs.uk/change4life/
food-facts/five-a-day
• www.bda.uk.com/foodfacts/
fruit_vegetables__how_get_
five-a-day

www.phunkyfoods.co.uk
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glass of orange juice + banana with breakfast + salad in your sandwich + apple at snacktime + peas with dinner

Your easy 5-a-day

your sand
in
w

b

One whole fruit eg. apple, pear
Two small fruit eg. plums
A handful of strawberries
A handful of vegetable sticks
3 heaped tbsp. of vegetables
or beans eg. 16 okra

d

Pin me
up!

3 tbsp broccoli
3 tbsp peas/corn
3 tbsp vegetable stew/ratatouille
16 medium okra
1 glass = 150ml 100% fruit juice

Choose from:

...at Dinner

of vegetables

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Top

b
aw

bowl of vegetable
& lentil dahl*

satsumas

tbsp lentil/bean salad*

handful of vegetable sticks

*For quick and easy recipe ideas visit:
www.phunkyfoods.com
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r lunchbox/

An adults portion is 80g.
80g may be too big for
your child, so use their
cupped hand as a guide!
One handful = one portion

What is a portion?

• Colour and variety is key –
Eat A Rainbow!

• Keep costs low: use seasonal
produce, or tinned /frozen

• Healthy snacks. Spread your
5-a-day across the day

5-a-day ways

oms on to
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1 large slice of melon
1 glass = 150ml 100% fruit juice
1 medium sized tomato
3 tbsp mushrooms
1 banana
1 tbsp (30g) of dried fruit
Mu
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Tuna Pasta Bake
Serves: 4
Cost per serving*: 75p
Portions of fruit and vegetables per serving: 1.5
Allergens: Milk | Fish | Gluten | Wheat
Ingredients
1 can of Cream of Tomato soup
100ml semi skimmed milk
300g wholemeal pasta (or white)
2 cans of tuna, drained
1 can of sweetcorn, drained
Black pepper, to taste
80g reduced fat cheddar cheese, grated
4.

3.

2.

1.

Pour the mixture into an ovenproof dish, and top it with grated
cheese.

Add the cooked, drained pasta, tuna, sweetcorn and black pepper to
the pan, and simmer (bubble gently) for 1 minute stirring continuously.

Pour the soup and milk into a large saucepan and bring to the boil,
stirring frequently.

Cook the pasta as per the packet instructions.

Method

5.

Place the dish under the grill for 5 minutes or until the cheese is
golden.

data 06/02/2021 (full price items only) prices may vary.
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